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HONOLULU: Scientists say they have
discovered what might be a new
species of octopus while searching the
Pacific Ocean floor near the Hawaiian
Islands. On Feb 27, a team found a small
light-colored octopus at a depth of
about 2.5 miles in the ocean near
Necker Island, said Michael Vecchione
of the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration. The octo-
pus did not have fins and all of its suck-
ers were in one row on each arm,

Vecchione said.
The octopus “did not seem very mus-

cular” and was light colored, he said.
“This resulted in a ghostlike appear-
ance, leading to a comment on social
media that it should be called Casper,
like the friendly cartoon ghost. It is
almost certainly an undescribed species
..., “ he said in the statement posted on
Wednesday on the NOAA website
(http://1.usa.gov/1oXarVu.)

It’s unusual to find an octopus with-

out fins so deep in the ocean, said
Vecchione, who noted that the previous
depths at which an octopus without
fins was found were all less than 4,000
meters, or 2.5 miles. Two scientists he
has consulted “agreed that this is some-
thing unusual and is a depth record ...,”
said Vecchione, who is with NOAA’s
National Systematics Laboratory. The
octopus was discovered during a search
of the ocean floor by NOAA’s Okeanos
Explorer, he said. — AP 

CAPE CANAVERAL: A SpaceX Falcon 9
rocket blasted off from Florida and
thrust a communications satellite into
orbit on Friday, but the launch vehicle’s
reusable main-stage booster was
destroyed when it failed to land itself on
an ocean platform, the company said. It
marked the fourth botched at-sea
return landing attempt for Elon Musk’s
privately owned Space Exploration
Technologies, though a Falcon main-
stage rocket did achieve a successful
ground-based touchdown after soaring
back to Earth from a less demanding
launch in December.

The latest try occurred after four
SpaceX launch delays stretching back to
Feb 24. On Friday, the 23-story-tall
Falcon 9 bolted off its seaside launch
pad at Cape Canaveral Air Force Station
as scheduled at 6:35 p.m. EST/2335 GMT.
A half-hour later it completed the chief
goal of its mission, putting the Boeing-
built satellite, owned by Luxembourg-
based SES SA, into orbit more than
25,000 miles (40,600 km) above Earth.
On its way up, the rocket’s first-stage
booster separated as planned, turned
around and headed toward a platform
floating about 400 miles (645 km) off
Florida’s east coast. The rocket found its
target, but its velocity proved too great
to allow for a safe landing on the drone
barge.

“Rocket landed hard,” Musk, the
founder and chief executive officer of
SpaceX, said in a Twitter message more
than an hour after blastoff. “Didn’t
expect this one to work ... but next flight
has a good chance.” The ability to safely
and reliably return the rocket’s main
stage to a landing pad at sea has been a
key hurdle in Musk’s quest to develop a
relatively cheap, reusable launch vehi-
cle. The rocket flying on Friday faced a
particularly challenging mission to
deliver the 12,613-pound (5,721 kg)
satellite into an orbit more than 100
times higher than where the
International Space Station flies.

The speed required to achieve that
feat meant the rocket was going too fast
to even attempt a ground landing.
SpaceX came close to nailing an ocean
touchdown in January after blasting off
from California to deliver a climate-
monitoring satellite into orbit. The
returning main-stage rocket settled
itself on a platform in the Pacific Ocean,
but a stabilizing landing leg failed to
latch, causing the booster to keel over
and explode. SpaceX’s next mission, a
cargo-delivery run to the space station
for NASA, is targeted for launch in late
March or early April. The launch firm has
contracts worth more than $10 billion
from commercial companies, NASA and
other agencies. — Reuters

SpaceX launches communications
satellite but botches sea landing 
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This image shows a possible new species of octopus. — AP 

MIAMI: US astronaut Scott Kelly said Friday he is bat-
tling fatigue and super-sensitive skin, but is back to his
normal height after nearly a year in space. Kelly’s 340-
day mission-spent testing the effects of long-term
spaceflight ahead of a future mission to Mars, along
with Russian cosmonaut Mikhail Kornienko-wrapped
up early Wednesday when they landed in frigid
Kazakhstan aboard a Soyuz spacecraft.

One of the effects of spending such a long time in
the absence of gravity was that Kelly’s spine expanded
temporarily, making him grow 1.5 inches (3.8 centime-
ters), only to shrink as he returned to Earth. His twin
brother, Mark Kelly, said they were the same height
again by the time they hugged in Houston early
Thursday. According to John Charles, human research
program associate manager for international science
at NASA, any height gain “probably went away very
quickly because it is a function of fluid accumulation
in the discs between the bones in the spinal column.”

Kelly also said reports he had grown a full two
inches (5.1 centimeters) were exaggerated. “I don’t
know where that came from. I did measure myself and
it was an inch and a half, so maybe somebody just
decided to just round up and write it as a fact,” he told
reporters in his first extended media appearance since
his return. The specifics are important because a team
of doctors is carefully researching the genetic, physical
and psychological differences between Kelly and his
twin, who is also an astronaut but who stayed on
Earth to take part in the study.

‘Better tan’    
The details of those ongoing studies are secret for

now, as scientists will do further analysis and submit
their findings for peer-review before publication. The
idea is to learn more about the harmful effects of
spaceflight before NASA greenlights any deep space
mission to an asteroid or Mars, journeys that would
last a year or more. The study includes frequent MRIs
of the twins’ organs and major vessels, genetic analysis
and a close examination of the effects of radiation,
which in high enough doses can lead to cancer.

Asked if the brothers noticed anything else differ-
ent about each other upon being reunited, Scott
answered: “He’s got a better tan.” A veteran of four
space missions, 52-year-old Kelly returned to Earth
with the record for the longest amount of time spent
in space by an American — 520 days. A Russian cos-
monaut holds the all-time record. “It seemed like I’d
lived there forever. It was longer than I thought it
would be. But having flown before, I did pace myself
appropriately,” he told reporters.

Burning soreness
Kelly had previously spent six months at the orbit-

ing research lab, and was somewhat prepared for the
effects of returning from microgravity. “Initially this time,
coming out of the capsule, I felt better than I did last
time,” when his mission lasted 159 days, he said. But that
soon changed. “My level of muscle soreness and fatigue
is a lot higher than it was last time. Maybe there is a lin-

ear function to it,” he said. “I also have an issue with my
skin, that because it hadn’t touched anything for so
long-like any significant contact-it is very, very sensitive.
It is almost like a burning feeling wherever I sit or lie or
walk.” Kelly added that he was wearing dress shoes only
because of his televised appearance, and that a more
comfortable pair was waiting nearby. Other changes he

noticed were in his fine motor skills. He said he tried to
shoot some hoops but missed the basket each time.
Kelly, who recently wore a gorilla suit in space to chase a
fellow astronaut as a joke, also poked fun at himself for
his first choice of food upon returning to Earth-a
banana. “It looked so good,” he said. “As soon as I ate half
of it, I recognized the irony.” — AFP 

Sore, but no taller, American 
astronaut adjusts to Earth

Kelly battling fatigue and super-sensitive skin

HOUSTON: NASA astronaut Scott Kelly speaks during a press conference in Houston. Kelly set
a US record with his 340-day mission to the International Space Station. — AP 

NEW YORK: Supergerms cause 1 out of 7 infec-
tions caught in hospitals, health officials said. The
bugs include the staph infection MRSA (MUR’-suh)
and five other bacteria resistant to many kinds of
antibiotics, the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention reported. That leaves hospitals with
few - if any - medicines to fight dangerous infec-
tions in already-sick patients. “That’s the scary
thing,” said Tim Landers, an Ohio State University
expert on antibiotic-resistant infections.

Hospital-spread infections have long been a
problem. The CDC estimates that on any given
day, 1 in 25 patients have an infection that they
picked up in the hospital. Officials have been
pushing hospitals to do a better job keeping infec-
tions in check, with the government’s Medicare
program cutting payments to the worst hospitals.
The CDC looked at data from thousands of US
hospitals from 2008 through 2014, focusing on
infections tied to certain surgical procedures and
use of catheters. It found superbugs caused 1 in 7

of the infections caught in general hospitals but 1
in 4 in specialized long-term hospitals. The
agency’s director, Dr Tom Frieden, called the long-
term statistic especially “chilling.” Those patients
often have been under medical treatment for
longer periods and have had more opportunity to
be exposed to superbug infections, officials said.

Antibiotics became widely available in the
1940s, and today are used to kill or suppress the
bacteria behind everything form strep throat to
the plague. But as decades passed, some antibi-
otics stopped working. Experts say their overuse
and misuse have helped make them less effec-
tive. Health officials have been raising alarms
about it for years. Fighting the problem requires
more careful and judicious use of antibiotics,
Frieden said. “Doctors are the key to stamping
out superbugs,” Frieden said. The report offered
some good news: The rate of overall infection did
continue to fall for certain surgical sites and
catheters. — AP 
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A SpaceX Falcon 9 rocket lifts off from Cape Canaveral Air Force station on
Friday, March 3, 2016. The rocket is carrying the SES-9 communications satel-
lite.  — AP 


